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NEW YEAR CELEBRATION
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like every year, this year also our 
Motherites celebrated New Year with 
great pomp. The children decorated 
their houses, presented dance 
performances, sing songs and recited 
rhymes. Everyone enjoyed snacks, 
sweets, cakes etc. with their parents and 
wished HAPPY NEW YEAR. Students 
enjoyed the day very much.  
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA
JANUARY 13 , 2022
 
FIRE AND FERVOUR LOHRI 
CELEBRATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To encourage our young Motherites to 
play a vital role to keep our tradition 
and culture alive in our festivities we 
organized a virtual Punjabi Recitation 
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Competition on Topic- 
on the occasion of Lohri. The students 
of Grade I & II show cased their 
marvelous oratory skills and were 
looking beautiful in their Punjabi attire, 
whereas our little tinytots of Pre
Primary attired in traditional dresses, 
danced on various Punjabi songs, lit the 
bonfire with the help of their parents, 
enjoyed Revari, Mungfali, Gachak and 
were totally absorbed in the festive 
spirit of LOHRI.   
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA
JANUARY 18 , 2022 
 
PUNJABI  CALLIGRAPHY
COMPETITION  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Handwriting is an essential skill for 
students. It is an incredibly important 
exercise for students to encourage them 
to develop fine motor skills and 
confidence. It activates the brain and 
contributed to reading fluency.
 
Punjabi calligraphy competition was 
organized by MTS on 18.01.23. The 
students of Grade I & II participated in 
the competition. The response of the 
students was very encouraging. The 
prime purpose of organizing the 
competition was to give the stud
platform to make their handwriting 
legible and beautiful. The students 
showed great enthusiasm and excelled 
in creativity through their writing 
skills.  
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MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA
JANUARY 18 
 
BASANT PANCHAMI
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Basant Panchami symbolized by the 
colour yellow, which is the Goddess 
Saraswati’s favourite colour. This 
auspicious day was celebrated by the 
children of Pre
enthusiasm. They were dressed up in 
yellow col
prayers and invoked the blessings of 
Maa Saraswati. The significance of 
Saraswati Puja was also explained to 
them by the teachers. 
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA
JANUARY  19
 
CHEERIO BASH 2023
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Farewell meeting was organized by 
MTS Barnala on 19th January, 2023 in 
School for the students of class XII. 
School is the second home of the 
students and the students are the 
heartbeat of the school. So, all class XII 
students were present at the farewell 
ceremony. 
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The farewell function was presided 
over by the Principal of the school Dr. 
Sanjay Sakalani. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The class 12 students expressed their 
gratitude towards their beloved 
teachers. Some of them delivered 
speeches relating to their experience in 
the school. Some students could not 
but stop their tears. Some of them sang 
on the stage. Mr.Venu and Miss  
Samayra Mittal were selected as Mr. 
and Ms. farewell  by our honourable 
coordinators on the basis of their 
expressions, confidence, knowledge 
and performance .Then the ceremony 
came to an end with cake cutting 
ceremony and  the touching speech of 
the Principal  Dr. Sanjay Sakalani 
expecting the success of the students in 
each and every sphere of life. 
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA 
JANUARY  21, 2022 
 
INTER CLASS ENRICH YOUR 
VOCABULARY COMPETITION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An Inter class vocabulary competition 
for the students of classes 6th to 8th  was 
organized by English Club, in the 
school campus on 21st January 2023. 
Students participated with great 
enthusiasm and dueled through the 
toughest words to prove their mettle. 

Each team comprised of 3 participants. 
The competition was conducted in 5 
rounds . The children enjoyed the 
challenging questions and played 
enthusiastically. This competition also 
helped in enriching the vocabulary 
bank of the students. 
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA 
JANUARY 21 , 2022 
 
INTER  CLASS  SCIENCE  QUIZ 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Quiz competitions are always 
interesting and informative, which 
provide excitement among the students 
. The inter class  science quiz was 
conducted for the students of classes 3rd to 
5th. The quiz competition aims to 
nurture and develop a love for science 
in students. Students from 3rd to 5th 
participated in the competition. There 
were three teams and in each team 
there were three participants. The quiz 
had three rounds:  Round 1- Mixed bag 
round,  Round 2- Yes / No round and 
Round 3 : Who answers first. Students 
enthusiastically took part in all three 
rounds. The three interesting round 
tested every aspect of their knowledge 
in the science field. It was truly an 
enriching experience for the students. 
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA 
JANUARY  27, 2022 
 
PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The live telecast of 'Pariksha Pe 
Charcha 2023' programme was 
screened for students of Class X & XII 
on 27.01.2023 at 11.00 a.m. in MTS 
Barnala.  
It was a one-hour interaction of Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi with students, 
parents and teachers on various exam 
related issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Modi interacted with around 2,000 
school students who had gathered from 
across the states and Union Territories 
at Talkatora Stadium, New Delhi and 
connected live with students from 
countries like Oman, Iran, Nepal, 
Kuwait, Russia, among others during 
the second edition of the "Pariksha Pe 
Charcha". For the first time parents and 
teachers could also pose queries to PM 
Modi. 
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA 
JANUARY  25, 2022 
 
 
REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Republic Day ( Constitution Day) is 
celebrated in India on January 26 every 
year, as on November 26, 1949, the 
Constituent Assembly of India adopted 
the Constitution of India. 
The day was celebrated in MTS, 
Barnala with great éclat. The school 
building was tastefully decorated with 
flowerpots and national flags. We were 
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beside ourselves with joy. Loudspeakers 
were fitted. Everyone was feeling very 
patriotic and happy. A special morning 
assembly was organised where students 
presented a group dance, speeches and 
patriotic songs. 
 
 
MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA 
JANUARY  25, 2022 
 
"SAY NO TO CHINA DOR" 
 

 
 
"When your kites start flying', the flying 
starts dying", "Imagine not reaching 
home, cause thread slit your throat," 
and "Say no to China Dor", motivating 
and spreading awareness among 
students against illegal Chinese plastic 
kite strings, also called as China dor and 
its harmful and dangerous effect during 
Basant celebration, The Principal Dr. 
Sanjay Sakalani appealed the students 
to use cotton threads for flying kites 

MTS CORRESPONDENT BARNALA 
JANUARY 31 , 2022 
 
GRADUATION CEREMONY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 “When you wish upon a star, Makes 
no difference who you are, Anything 

your heart desires, Will come to 
you!!!!” MTS Barnala  organized the 
Graduation day on 31st January, 2023  
for the students of Preprimary. The 
guest on the occasion was ……………. 
along with ……………………….  The 
programme started with an Invocation 
song followed by Lighting of the lamp 
by the dignitaries. The cultural 
program mesmerized everyone 
gathered there. Further on the list was 
the most significant event – Passing the 
light of Knowledge. All the graduating 
students in their graduation dress with 
tassel on their right received the light of 
knowledge from the Chief guest, 
Management members and the 
Principal. It was a moment that really 
added charm to the atmosphere with a 
sense of achievement. Graduation day 
concluded with the National Anthem. 
The School Principal Dr. Sanjay 
Sakalani congratulated all the students 
and their parents and wished for the 
bright future of all the Motherites. 
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